SPACE MATTERS
Designing urban maker spaces that support complex community ecosystems.
LITTLE BLACK PEARL

LITTLE BLACK PEARL (LBP) IS A "LABORATORY OF HUMAN POTENTIAL".
INTEGRATION

LBP INTEGRATES REAL WORLD EXPERIENCES IN AN ENVIRONMENT THAT IS FOCUSED ON UTILIZING ART, DESIGN AND MAKING AS A FOUNDATION FOR INNOVATION. IT IS A COMPLEX ECOSYSTEM DESIGNED TO UTILIZE SPACE AS THE ANCHOR TOOL FOR BUILDING COMMUNITY.

LITTLE BLACK PEARL
A thoughtful approach to space design in urban communities that focuses on “making”, can inspire innovation and that can transform entire communities.
# LBP’s Model

LBP’s Model has demonstrated impact by:

|Providing a space for exploration and innovation for youth and adults |
|Developing meaningful corporate and foundation relationships that inspired new ideas and products (Champs, Footlocker, Jordan Brand, Reach Now (BMW)) |

|Creating new business opportunities that assist in sustaining the organization (Carver 47) |
|College and University partners developing case studies and research opportunities (Fusion, Maker Lab) |

Little Black Pearl
INNOVATION
SPACE IS THE ORIGINAL INNOVATION

LITTLE BLACK PEARL